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my Interest in Tech and 
Organizing �

"The failure to address issues of accessibility for persons 
with physical, sensory, and cognitive disabilities ultimately 
threatens to segregate people with disabilities as the 
permanent second-class citizens of the information age.”

-Kylie Brooks (@queerdykekylie); a Deaf 
Disabled Black crip queer femme trans dyke who 
tweets on social justice

•  Bedridden and immobile often 

•  Often only able to engage in movements through 
technology (internet/text)
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On the importance of IT for 
sustainable disability  

movements �
“Speaking as a chronically ill, queer, disabled — queer woman 
of color, I’ve been working in the movement since I was 
sixteen, and there’s a way of organizing that assumes that 
everybody can make it to sixteen meetings a week and live on 
coffee. And for a lot of us, whether we’re disabled, whether 
we’re parents, whether we’re old, that’s not an option, and it 
stops us from making movements that don’t burn out and that 
actually are going to be around to transform society.”

Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha, “queer 
disabled Sri Lankan cis femme writer, performer, 
organizer and healer & with Sins Valid (Bay area 
disabled arts collective) on www.brownstargirl.org/
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my social movement 
“expertise” �

•  Specialist in social movements (communication and 
organizational tactics/strategies) for sociology phd

•  Been active in:
•  School of the Americas closure movement 

•  The Coalition of Immokalee Workers

•  Successful reversal of budget cuts/Sacramento takeovers

•  Madison 2011 Capital Takeover (largest WI history)

•  OWS/OSD/Reclaim CLICS  

•  Stop Operation Green Hunt (2009-on)

•  Palestine Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement

•  2013 California prisoner hunger strike (largest in CA)

•  Anti-police brutality organizing (justice4alanblueford)

•  And more so feel free to ask if you have interests in this 
area4



My research areas that 
interconnect with technology/

movements �
•  Will draw from these most given my background:

•  Sports and protest

•  Guantanamo and US prison resistance

•  Resistance to the War on Terror

•  Occupy and fights against budget cuts (Madison, WI)

•  Asked fellow “techie/organizers” for thoughts on 
technologies/images/movements to highlight diverse 
examples

•  Remember: everything is political. There is no such thing 
as neutrality especially in a discussion of movements 
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“d00ds above the age of 35 
don’t know the internets” �

•  Full quote from a tumblr-Famous blogger: “They’re too 
focused on marketing, not innovative content 
production b/c they can’t see beyond making $ off FB 
ads. They’re antiquated/surprised that millennials can’t 
watch more than 5 minute clips.”

My internet/tech expertise:

•  28.596 yrs old

•  fb famous

•  Most of my publications purely online (some monthlys; 
weeklys/dailys (e.g. campus papers)/oxford handbook of 
social movements
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Note on this lecture/readings �
•  If I speak quick, make a motion and if you want to say 

something, ask a question or anything put your hand up

•  You’re all experts

•  Note on grades/ER

•  also avoid assuming authors’ genders/GPs; assume ‘they’

•  Many students asked for views that often go omitted at Cal

•  “the (mostly) white-male-tech elite which is ascendant in 
building and theorizing the web has very little interest in 
engaging with feminist perspectives on technology, and black 
feminist perspectives are nonexistent in this realm” (see any 
top 10 tech-thinker list) 

 -Prof. Jessie Daniels, author White Lies, Cyber Racism,        
digital media activist in reimagining scholarly communication
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Overview

•  Beyond IT

•  Internet Technologies as Tactics in Social 
Movements/Organizing

•  Main Tactic of Analysis: Using IT to frame/create 
a narrative

•  Social Media tech beneficial or harmful for 
movement making? 

•  Different Models of Technological Protest

•  If time: Net Work and interOccupy 
communication channels
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�
Beyond IT: What other 

technologies? �
How can resistance happen without access to 
“technology”? 

Case Study 1: Prisoner Movements

Nearly 1 in every 100 adults in US are in prison or jail (CA 
would be third largest prison nation behind US and China).

No internet access and little control over educational 
resources. Especially in CA solitary confinement.

Even more solitary of a state for Guantanamo Prisoners 
(irony of John Yoo’s “mosaic of intelligence” and watches)
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�
�
�

Case study 2: Operation Green Hunt �
�

Ever heard of it?

•  Will the Anti-Graft Gun Really Tame 
Maoists? - WSJ Blogs

•  Rebels Widen Deadly Reach Across India 
New York Times-Oct 31, 2009

•  Maoist Rebels Suspected as Indian Train 
Derails New York Times-May 28, 2010

•  Indian Maoists Kill at Least 73 Officers
What you won’t hear:

-the triangle of arms/riches: the case of the 12 0’s

-Or anything about the resistance: 45 percent of the 
guerrilla army are women and 90,000 women belong to it, 
making it the largest women’s organisation in India and one 
of largest’s women’s movements in the world10



Quick Group work �

•  How do people resist when the 
internet and TV are heavily censored 
or unavailable?
•  No need to know anything about 

prisons or India or movements to 
be creative on this

•  What tactics/resources/materials/
messages can be used? Think back 
to the “tie/duck/etc.” exercise from 
week one
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Now let’s move to Egypt. �
What caused the unfinished 
2011 Egyptian Revolution? �

?
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Lots of stuff (academic term).�
What about what enabled it? �

         ?
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Beyond IT: Movements 
Building up to 2011�

•  2000: Mass protests for 2nd Palestinian Intifada

•  ‘03: 40,000 in Tahrir for anti-Iraq war protests

•  ‘04: “Kifaya” (Enough) demonstrations

•  ’06-07’: Mahalla textile workers organize two mass strikes 
occupying their factory; massive waves

•  January 2011-Present: 
• Million-person demonstrations occur in Tahrir and 

spread
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…And social media progressively helped 

Reminder: be weary when people say one inventor or one 
causal connection exists rather than a correlation and 
ignore history 

(e.g., Mubarak and the US were never buds; 
Ferdinand=wwi or Morse=telegraph)
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Quick Note on “Diversity of 
Tactics” �

•  Like the “facebook=revolution” debate, social media as 
a whole, the internet as a whole, technology as a whole 
represent one tactic in the many available for resistance

•  Let’s look at some of the tactics that technology 
provides for movements
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Framing and Tech: Memes/
Images/Soundbites �

How do we break down an image, the tech used to create 
it, and the effect it can have?

How is this important for co-optation? (e.g., movement 
portrayed as just a charity/NGO or one-day event; 
anything but mass, prolonged protest)

How was framing & tech used in protests before the “age 
of the Internet”?

For example, what are some of the symbolic traits in the 
following image? 
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Framing & symbolism (IT beyond 
“IT”) w/ “artifacts“  �

•  Black glove 

•  Raised fists

•  Black scarf on neck

•  black shirt over U.S.A. uniform/bowed heads  

•  Rolled pants’ legs 

•  black socks/no shoes 

•  Shoe alone on stage

•  Beads

•  Patch
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National Days of Action and 
Symbolic Protest �

Knowyourmeme.com
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For example, 
National Hoodie 
Day For Trayvon 
Martin, 6/10/13

Terrence, what 
was the 
significance of 
yesterday and 
the day before 
for movements?



revcom.us

21 two days ago; take a second to read some of these 



Media/movements 
commodifying death in 

memes �
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Michael Brown's family:

“remove photos of Michael 
laying dead in the middle of 
the street. they're 
everywhere - on Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram, 
YouTube, hashtagged with 
Brown's name. Celebrities like 
Souljaboy are sharing photos 
of the body.

    'We don't want that out 
there. 'His body was in the 
street for hours.’”



Case Study: Sports, Protest, 
and Technology �

•  “World’s Largest Stages”

•  Largest advertising extravaganzas 
and done by largest firms and the 
Pentagon (think of ads during 
games)

•  One recent challenge: 
#changethename 
•  Can’t afford Super Bowl ads so 

release on internet & goes viral

•  Radio ads in various NFL markets; 
recently began robo-calls 

•  Hip-hop and songs used to spread 
movement
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Site of symbolic 
protest on a 
university campus 
and some of the 
main 
communication 
tactics are still 
clothing and 
silence*

*who must be 
silent as a tactic? 
To not be further 
harmed
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Consistent mass mobilization 
days (for $15 4/15) �
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IT/technology progressing 
beyond 1 leader movement? �
•  Are movements belittled in today’s description as 

“leaderless?” Is that ever true?
•  Why beneficial for those in power? Pits individuals 

against organizations/unions; divisive

•  Historically, what are the few movements/individuals 
we learn about? 
•  MLK; Susan B Anthony; Helen Keller; Harvey Milk; Savio

•  Mostly men, mostly white

•  Why is this framing beneficial for those in power?
•  takes a “superman”

•  These movements start and end. Racism is over!

•  Counter-frame: movements take decades and evolve

•  Similar to the one villain frame…(kony?)…
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Anyone know the president of uganda?



Case Study of a Frame Fail. �
Cal holds a poster contest for the 50th 

anniversary of the Free Speech 
Movement… �
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Framing Fail 2: In Madison,�
Palm Trees & Violence �
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Technology as tactic to 
maintain and challenge 

stereotypes/racism�
Examples: 

#blacklivesmatter                 

#EndIslamophobia (instead of 
#muslimlivesmatter) after the 
UNC terrorist attacks and hate 
crimes

#NotYourAsianSidekick
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““a space [for Asian-American, Pacific Islander and 
Native Hawaiian women] to use our voices, build 

community, and be heard.”-writer and activist Suey 
Park�
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�
Tech and creating 

community/identity and 
movements �

Quotes police 
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"Unfortunately, in most 
popular media talking 
about black people and 
our bodies, it's mostly 
of us breaking the law, 
being killed or 
mistreated,"  YouTube 
personality 
Franchesca Ramsey 
added. "So it's nice to 
combat these negative 
images and 
stereotypes with 
positive 
representations of 
ourselves." 




#FemmesOfColorVisibility �
“[The L.A. Femme of Color Collective] noticed that there was a 
lack of accurate and diverse representations of people on social 
media and in femme-focused blogs. They are so often filled with 
images of thin, white, cis women. #FemmesOfColorVisibility 
allows us to document our selfies as a form of resistance and it 
gives femmes of color the opportunity to combat invisibility, 
misogyny and the devaluation of femininity perpetuated by 
masculine-of-center folks within queer communities and spaces. 
The hashtag allows us to be intentional about creating a sense of 
community in digital spaces; and that can manifest to community-
building in many other settings. This is not just a hashtag. It’s a 
social justice movement that gives people the opportunity to 
witness the brilliance, beauty and badassery that is femmes of 
color!”

-Vanessa Durand, “unapologetically fat, genderqueer femme,” 
social justice activist and member of the LA Femmes of Color Collective
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Quick Partner Work�
•  With a partner, discuss a movement or issue you care 

about & how it is framed? How could it be framed 
more effectively? How does it use IT/ different tactics, 
get attention of the media, and how can it do so more 
effectively? How does it address critiques/
misperceptions?

•  Ex: “don’t raise fees” & petition or offensive “free 
education!” & burn debt slips (e.g., draft cards); or how 
to get more gender equality in STEM: emphasize change 
education or anti-discrimination laws?

•  Quick anecdote as a prompt: 
•  How many environmentalists does it take to stop Darth 

Vader from blowing up Earth?

•  How many environmentalists does it take to change a 
light bulb?38



The readings from Jones, Kaba and Smith, and Loza focus���
on social media technology as a powerful social change���
resource for marginalized groups (whether based on���
race, gender, sexuality, ability, citizenship, and/or class). ���
Whilst readings from McKenzie and Lenzo suggest that���
social media technology uses the same racialized���
portrayals (“Ferguson protesters are violent rioters”) ���
and over-simplified narratives (“Facebook=revolution”) ���
as mainstream media. Referencing both perspectives, use���
specific examples to show whose argument is more���
convincing. What implications might these arguments���
have for social issues that you care about?
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Technology in shaping what is 
protest/violence �

•  Recall past week’s readings and issues of truth/trust in 
mainstream and social media with use of framed images

•  Example: Is Ferguson a riot or revolt? If a riot is a 
violent disturbance of the peace, what’s violent about a 
peaceful protest?  Are we in a state of peace with 
“modern lynching?” Are Giants “parties” riots?

•  Power of words: they elicit certain affect and emotion 
and vested interests 

•  Recall some of the responses from Darnton prompt:
•  “ Prior to leaving for my review session, I received an 

email from the Vice Chancellor warning commuters to 
leave before the demonstration commences. I heeded to 
the warning and made sure to be out of Berkeley before 
5 P.M. Following my commute, I went through my 
Facebook feed and saw an image of protesters shutting 
down the freeway.” ���40
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“Peter Thiel matters” �
“The Black Lives Matter slogan itself seemed to lose its 
original meaning as it got spread, amplified and qualified in 
the virtual public (30) I experienced this “mixture” of 
communications (9) when the Peter Thiel event I attended 
got violently disrupted by the “Black Lives Matter” 
demonstrators. Oral interactions during this incident re-
manifested as Facebook/Twitter rant statuses, online 
criticisms and later spoken news, fluidly reshaping our 
views towards the campaign.”

When is a status a rant and a Forbes article is not?
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“riots” �
“During the dead week of the last semester, Berkeley 
commemorated a death of an African American teenager, 
Michael Brown, with a huge riot, Ferguson protest. 
Protesters occupied roads, chanted “F*** the Police”, and 
some of the violent protestors broke windows of many 
buildings. This was a huge issue at the moment, as 
choppers were flying directly above Berkeley, which 
disturbed people’s sleep and study. The news about this 
protest was all over my Facebook newsfeed, and anyone 
whom I talk to would complain about the noise and the 
violence about the protest.”

•  See “riots” as racialized, politicized categories, e.g. 
"terrorists," which is particularly important at UCB 
with John Yoo across from our classroom���
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What matters? �
•  A lot of the responses showed that, when hearing 

about protests, the concern isn't about police brutality, 
but how it will affect campus talks or a review session.

•  Is it simply a matter of protest tactics? Is not disrupting 
daily life more important? What if the tactics (e.g., 
highway shutdowns) have proven effective repeatedly, 
especially on campuses? 

•  Consider privilege and removal from these issues

•  Police violence ignored while protestors are considered 
"violent”, “outsider agitators,” “rioters”

•  Note how watching a 1 minute news snippet allows the���
viewer to be able to define an entire event and it's 
trajectory (i.e., the viewer hears the media's depiction 
of a protest and then shares that depiction as���
fact). 44



“Why Social Media can’t 
ignore Race” �

•  Some of this week’s responses ask if race can be 
ignored and focus on commonalities

•  The blackgirldangerous reading addresses this and her 
blog cites the above study

•  How is social media effective in demanding this 
discussion? In providing the counter-propaganda of the 
“riots” (e.g., exposing police infiltrators, recording 
them saying “throw a rock” and then doing so) 
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Blackgirldangerous viral 
challenge �
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Whose story is told at 
protests? �

•  “Wear a red nose”-Occupy

•  Who gets interviewed? Photographed? Is it by 
“grassroots media”? What’s public media? PBS?

47
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Why is social media 
technology effective for 

change? �
“Social media facilitates the debate and discussion of social issues that 
are not able to permeate the mainstream media. For example Loza 
alludes to the way that the #solidarityisforwhitewomen raised awareness of 
the inequality that exists. The Jones reading refers to the black twitter and 
how these audiences and individuals now have their own public space. 
Whilst McKenzie highlights the narratives of anti-blackness and Lenzo 
questions the actual power of social media in mobilization they fail to 
address that whilst the social media technology that they are 
criticising does adopt these portrayals and narratives it also enables 
perspectives and voices such as their own to enter the public space, 
and to provide a counter-argument to the debate. The implications for 
social issues such as climate change are ultimately positive. The 
mainstream media has tended to downplay the effect of global warming 
but with increasing access to alternative media sources through technology 
people will be better informed.

    -SOPHIE-ANAIS BARBEAU-SCURLA; discuss above J
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Speed of and equal ground 
for ideas �

Social media allow anyone with access to a computer to make their 
opinions available, and often to make them actually heard. When an issue 
like #FastTailedGirls that concerns marginalized people can become a 
widespread topic of conversation "within a few hours" (Loza), and one of 
journalism within days, it's clear that this technology accelerates the spread of 
ideas, a necessary precursor to social change. Unfortunately, it also allows 
for the spreading of backwards ideas, like tweeters using "violence" to 
refer to "property damage" rather than the killing of people. (McKenzie). I 
find this "misunderstanding" that McKenzie discusses particularly appalling. 
The Internet allows for just as much bullshit as any previous IT. However, I 
find that it also increases the expression and availability of marginalized 
opinions like BGD and tweeters who do understand what "violence" means. It 
puts opposing voices on a slightly more even playing field, giving truth and 
activism a more equal shot over lies and oppression. I think we're not any 
"more prone to... misleading information than before" (Lenzo). On 
Twitter, for instance, everyone is subject to the same rules, and no one 
can stop anyone else from tweeting, following, and sharing; that's why it 
works.

    -JACOB ELI WINTER BARCZAK
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Rhizomatic Communication�
HORIZONTAL AND NODAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION � FEATURES �

Multiple channels for collecting, 
sorting, collating, and broadcasting 

information for the purpose of 
coordinating action. 

Public space or POPS
Websites 

WePay account
Amazon registry

Twitter
Facebook

Email
Map

Text  (SMS) Groups
Conference Calls



Structural change key�
While social media played a role in “drumming up international 
sympathy,” it may have actually caused little physical local change. 
(Lenzo) This raises the question of whether “hashtags” really 
revolutionizes social activism. According to Loza, it is the choice of 
hashtags that determines its impact. For example, the use of ironic 
hashtags like “#NotYourAsianSidekick” worked by opening up a “third 
space” for sensitive discussions otherwise suppressed (Loza).

But to Loza, it is more crucial for today’s activists to turn the 
hashtags – to “channel the passion of social media into something 
more lasting: a grassroots movement” (Loza). This undermines Jones’ 
statement that “140 characters can be all it takes to spark a 
movement.” (Jones) Kaba/Smith’s attitude towards “social media 
toxicity” supports Loza’s approach by showing how social media is not 
necessarily a tool for change, but a pointer to how the more fundamental 
social problems can be solved, that is, focusing on the “structures that 
create toxicity” rather than the toxicity itself (Kaba/Smith).

NING DE-EKNAMKUL
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In/Effectiveness of Social 
Media Technology�

“As a student of history, I personally would like to see 
progress beyond what would be expected from the past 
but it appears that social media has less effectiveness than 
its potential.”

•  How does this relate to past technologies?
•  Erasmus and the limitations/critiques of printing

•  Are we giving up too soon on new media technology?
•  Like movements, long arc

•  What about the structural limitations? Ex: tuition hike 
leaks to informal press; then least accessible time/date/
time of year/campus/location/venue/sec checkpoints
•  Creating inner divisions/tensions
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Hacktivism/Online Protest 
Anonymous/Wikileaks/

Snowden�
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Memory and Sharing of Public 
Artifacts: IT memorial�

Inspired by the actions of these anonymous artists, The 
Illuminator Art Collective recreated the intervention 
ephemerally by projecting an image of the sculpture into a 
cloud of smoke,” the group wrote on its blog.

“Our feeling is that while the State may remove any 
material artifacts that speak in defiance against incumbent 
authoritarianism, the acts of resistance remain in the public 
consciousness. And it is in sharing that act of defiance that 
hope resides.”
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“Internet Freedom Day” �
•  Last week Geoff brought up net neutrality 

•  Brought up perception that most people fighting for it 
are already activists 

•  With the websites that went black, think about how 
many people in your life use these sites and how many 
are "activists"/organizers”

•  Example of reach of IT used to engage the masses 

•  r.i.p. Aaron Swartz (Creative Commons/RSS (Reddit); 
jstor for all;  faced 35 yrs) 
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Surveillance and Counter-
Surveillance �

•  Anyone been to an activist meeting? 
•  What do folks say about filling out an email list? 

•  New mccarthyism 
•  Reports leaked: “rogue elements” on fb

•  Suveillance 
•  cctv uc berkeley; your local bus

•  Cop Watch
•  deCal
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Jay Stanley, senior policy analyst with the Speech, Privacy and Technology 
Project at the American Civil Liberties Union. See "You Have Every Right to 
Photograph That Cop." 
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Divided Movements�
“Despite subdivisions of never-unified movements, it 
appears that vocal communities share a common ‘other,’ 
defined by the dominant mechanisms of ‘white supremacy, 
[heteronormativity,] settler colonialism, capitalism, and 
patriarchy’ [Kaba and Smith].”   - ���
william alexander tokumaru

•  Means by which to know the specific “other”
•  Their names, offices, homes, banks

•  Know how much support within and for a movement

•  Role of the ally/ability to educate self (secondary sources)

•  "I always feel uninformed when discussing topics like this 
due to being part of the majority and would prefer to let 
others speak” (explain William)
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On divided movements and 
the internet �

62

 
Begins with the rise of the Zapatistas in 
the mid-1990s, and how aspects of the 
movement--network organizational 
structure, participatory democratic 
governance, and the use of 
communication tools as a binding agent--
became essential parts of Indymedia and 
all Cyber Left organizations.

Understanding the intersection of 
Indymedia and the Global Social Justice 
Movement illuminates their foundational 
role in the Occupy struggle, Arab Spring 
uprising, and the other emergent 
movements that have in recent years re-
energized radical politics.



Downfalls of Trust and Social 
Media�

“…these authors fail to realize the damaging 
consequences that have come about as a result of 
trusting social media. We must realize that behind 
social media are “marketing people with a financial 
interest to exaggerate their particular sector in the 
economy” (Lenzo) and the heavy reliance of this 
medium is simply condoning such behavior. 
Furthermore, examples such as the imposter “Gay Girl 
from Damascus” and Kony 2012 illustrate that people 
are too easily swayed and have forgotten to be vigilant 
and discerning of the information they see/read.”

    -JESSICA SOOMI LEE
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Authenticity? �
Is mainstream media more “accountable for its 
information”?

Is knowledge from above and approved by Rupert 
Murdoch accountable?

Is traditional media held to a higher standard?

How long does it take for a mainstream media story to be 
proven false compared to a viral video?  

Access to sources? Access to counter-propaganda?

What about open source software? Abilities to create own 
media and how interact with media
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Social Media Reproducing 
Dehumanizing Narratives�

65

Journalists (who use the same tools) and “twitter trolls” 
contribute to the same dehumanizing narrative that all 
Ferguson protesters are violent looters. (McKenzie)  Kaba 
and Smith goes on to explain this, saying that the 
construction and deployment of negative tropes is only 
possible from a position of power. This “power” comes in 
the form of the status quo, which is constantly being 
reinforced through social media. Over-simplified narratives, 
despite the open-source nature of the internet, still receive 
the most traction since they play upon easily digestible 
and pre-conceived notions. 
   -RAYMON LACY



Smith’s Challenge: Center on 
those most excluded�

“Inclusivity has therefore come to mean that 
we start with an organizing model developed 
with white, middle-class people in mind, and 
then simply add a multicultural component to 
it” (Smith 2006). Native American activist and 
feminist scholar/prof Andrea Smith 
recommends that mainstream feminism stop 
fixating on superficial inclusion and instead 
center its analysis and organizing practice on 
the marginalized.”
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Tech Specifying the 
Oppressor/the othered other�

What We Do
“Using the Internet, we enable our members to speak in unison, with an 
amplified political voice…We lobby elected representatives using email, 
the telephone, and face-to-face meetings. 

We bring attention to the needs and concerns of Black folks by holding 
coordinated events in different parts of the country, running TV and print 
advertisements, and demanding that the news media cover our issues. 

We also work with other groups - online efforts and other organizations 
that are doing related work - to magnify our impact.”
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Tech specifying/justifying the 
“other” �

•  Make the “other” scary (riots) and insignificant 
(leaderless, demandless, organizationless, ranting in-
fighting longers at their desks); internet helps for both

•  Jasbir K. Puar and Amit S. Rai’s “Monster, Terrorist, 
Fag: The War on Terrorism and the Production of 
Docile Patriots:”  “the construction of the pathologized 
psyche of the terrorist monster enables the practices of 
normalization, which in today’s context often means an 
aggressive heterosexual patriotism.”  

•  Long words, but the implication is that we create big 
bad wolves and then create both mockery and fear 
around it (“you foolish kids protesting, that’s what you 
get;” “you violent hoodlums rioting, that’s what you 
get”). Movements still = abnormal psych
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Tech talk: beyond the “we’re 
changing/saving the world” �

•  Income inequality in Silicon Valley and SF (“worse than Rwanda”)

“it is quite beneficial financially for Silicon Valley to talk about how 
important they are. 

…We are told that change is taking place at an ever-accelerating pace, and 
that the new is increasingly powerful. The world, the gurus insist, is 
entering a new historical epoch as a result of technology. In the new 
economy, in new times…knowledge of the present and past is supposedly 
ever less relevant.”

“By emphasizing the liberating role of the tools and downplaying the role of 
human agency, such accounts make Americans feel proud of their own 
contribution to events in the Middle East. After all, the argument goes, such a 
spontaneous uprising wouldn’t have succeeded before Facebook was around—so 
Silicon Valley deserves a lion’s share of the credit.”
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What did Occupy do? 1 case 
study among many: Hurricane 

Sandy�
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Are Movements spontaneous 
social media outings? �

After all, some of the more recent examples of protest seem to 
have occurred rather spontaneously. Think of the protests in the 
Arab world, the 2013 protests in Brazil and Turkey, the protest 
events around WTO meetings, and the mobilizations effectuated 
by Occupy. Often the role of social media and the availability of 
free spaces is considered to be critical in understanding whether 
and how such movements and their mobilizations can exist, when 
there is no apparent leadership or unitary organization (
Bennett and Segerberg 2012; Castells 2012). This impression is 
reinforced through selective media coverage of the symbols of 
protest and the clashes with authorities. On this account 
Ishkanian and Glasius (2013: 9) assert that “mainstream media 
ignored the organisational aspects of the [Occupy] 
encampments,” even though there was ample organization in 
each of these encampments, such as horizontal organizational 
structures, strictly enforced rules, and additional services such as 
classes or separate spaces for women.
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Online Technology and 
Movement Membership �

This trend has continued and is visible in, for example, “radical democratic 
networks” such as Indymedia (Pickard 2006), as well as in the many examples 
of post-bureaucratic “DIY” activism, in which membership of SMOs is 
increasingly unimportant, focussed as it is on specific protest events (
Hensby et al. 2012). Regarding the latter, Bennett and Segerberg (2012: 742) 
point out how even established SMOs when participating in such protest 
events “step back from branding [them] in terms of particular organizations, 
memberships, or conventional collective action frames … [but rather] cast a 
broader public engagement net using interactive digital media and easy-to-
personalize action themes.” Digital media have reinforced and strengthened 
this trend in an instrumental manner, but have not created it.

 Making use of, and stimulating emergent order in movements is, indeed, an 
important feature of present day movements. Yet, these alternative forms of 
organizing give rise to specific issues that can be related to the presence or 
absence of organizational elements.

The Occupy London Stock Exchange (OLSX) protest camp provides a telling 
illustration.6 Because the camp was open to all, it inevitably attracted homeless 
people looking for shelter and support. Its inclusiveness was heralded as the 
embodiment of Occupy’s claim that current capitalism has become exclusive.
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On anti-organization and 
technology�

or example, Soule (2013: 108) suggests that “many 
movement scholars have become interested in loosely 
structured networks of social movement participants that 
deliberately eschew formal organizations.” Or, they “have 
become interested in online activism, which may be 
possible without traditional social movement 
organizations” (Soule 2013: 108). Indeed, several 
contemporary social movements—opposing corporate 
globalization, advancing social justice—are increasingly 
inspired by participatory democracy, “horizontal, 
leaderless organization” (
Sutherland, Land, and Böhm 2013) and other “post-
bureaucratic” (Grey and Garsten 2001) or even anarchist 
principles (Benkler 2013; Graeber 2004). The apparent 
rejection of received principles of formal organization 
(March and Simon 1993) in and by these movements 
seems to advance an analysis on the basis of networks and 
collective identities.
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Anti-hierarchy/rules and 
technology�

Benkler (2013: 216) illustrates this in his analysis of several “working 
anarchies” in movements around cooperative banking and open 
source software, confirming that—within these movements
—“hierarchy and power reappear, to some extent and in some 
projects, although they are quite different than the hierarchy of 
government or corporate organization.” Similar reasoning may apply 
to other social movements. 

Schneider (2011b) reports that “The committee responsible for 
media relations for Occupy Wall Street has already begun preparing 
messaging—down to specific tweets—to use in case someone in the 
movement ends up using violence.” 

Schneider, Nathan (2011b). “What ‘Diversity of Tactics’ Really Means 
for Occupy Wall Street.” Available at 
www.wagingnonviolence.org/feature/what-diversity-of-tactics-really-
means-for-occupy-wall-street/, posted October 19, 2011, accessed 
November 25, 2013.
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Internets is a “series of 
tubes” �

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cZC67wXUTs
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On framing, net neutrality, 
and the power of 

“comments” �
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_detailpage&v=fpbOEoRrHyU#t=610
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Warning: what you post on 
the internet is forever �

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNhI0voWsUA
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Homework �
This week you can choose to do the assignment for the Tuesday or the 
Thursday Class.  The assignment for the Tuesday class should be submitted via 
bCourses at the usual time on Sunday.  Details on the Thursday class are 
below. ���
���
For Tuesday (4/21): Social Implications of the Internet (Part 2) ���
Looking back across the course, choose at least two examples that suggest 
how place has been important in the history of information.  Show how these 
examples support or challenge Marshall’s argument. ���
���
For Thursday  (4/23 class): Storage and Search: (If you choose this assignment, 
you must work in groups of 2 or 3; send your joint findings to Nikolai or to 
Paul as a pdf by Tuesday at 6; and come to class prepared not only to discuss 
your findings, but also if called upon to present your findings to the class.) ���
���
Eric Schmidt of Google writes, “We know where you are. We know where you’ve 
been. We can more or less know what you’re thinking about.”  By analysis of the 
ads and links  that Google offers you, explore what Google “knows” about you and 
to what extent it is possible to spoof Google and change its “perception” without 
losing your identity or Google’s utility.  Show whether your findings endorse or 
challenge Schmidt’s claim or Zuboff’s response.
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